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I'm young to have so many enemies. The Skinners, Dark Walkers, Wood Mist, they all want me for
their own reasons. But those were enemies I could fight. Now the disease that changed me forever
is back. Itâ€™s reaping death and havoc everywhere it strikes and Iâ€™m nearly helpless to stop it
except for one chance. Thereâ€™s a rumor of a cure. But Dax, my ally here in the Wilds, has
vengeance on his mind. As I prepare to fight the Bloody Death by any means I can, I might have to
leave behind the only man who has ever stood beside me.
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Oh the sweet torture of loving a series that isn't yet completed. Part 3 of the Wilds series, does not
disappoint it is full of wit and fast moving, captivating adventure. As with the first two books, I found
myself laughing out loud and completely pulled into the story. It is a great adventure, completely
different from the first two and we learn a lot more about the Dark Walkers and Wood Mist. With the
ending in book 3, book 4 promises to be super intense.Poor naive Dal... She isn't stupid nor is she
the sweet innocent type, just inexperienced with a bit of social ineptness, though she is able to read
most people and situations well. It is the exact personality you would expect of someone who grew

up in mental institution. Dal does a bit a growing up in this book. It is the first time for her to go off on
and adventure of her own, even though Dax does catch up, he kinda lets her see her adventure
out.We get to see a warmer side of Dax, which really is just a less cold side, but we see him help
Dal through some emotional baggage. (Not that he isn't a constant source of her emotional
upheaval.) While Dal is very here and now in all she does, I think this book really demonstrated how
long term thinking Dax is, whether it be is relationship with Dal or solving the issue of Dark
Walkers.All in all, I am still loving this adventure. Book 4 is due out in September so I cleared my
schedule, ha ha ha... Can't wait.

The books have a great premise and some great characters. These are the things that kept me
reading. The other thing that kept me reading to book 3 was hope. About a third of the way through
the third book however, I finally gave up in disgust. The female lead character had great potential
and the inner dialogues where entertaining and sometimes things I'd probably think if in that
situation. You also see her growing and trying to emerge from her shell. Sadly, all of this potential
for a great kick-ass lead character is ruined by the male lead character.Their relationship reminds
me of people in an abusive relationship. The woman keeps trying to strike out on her own, starts to
grow, then the "romantic" interest comes back and shoves her back down in a corner. It got to the
point that every single time these two characters interacted, Dal's (female main character) inner
monologue would say, "no point in trying to discuss it with him, he'll just ignore me so I'll try to talk
about it later with him and have things go my way.....or not". This got extremely tedious seeing the
guy come in and alternate between treating her like she's worthless, ordering her around, ignoring
her, or dominating her if she threatened to get out of line. All the growing she'd managed to do was
then wasted as she'd go right back to doing what he said and following him around. Her character
keeps saying she wants to strike out on her own and not depend on anyone but each and every
time the male lead comes back, she reverts. It started to piss me off that her character was never
allowed to be the equal she kept saying she was. It was sad. Perhaps at the end of book 3, maybe
she does but frankly, I got tired of it and couldn't push myself to finish it any more.

After the wait, Dal and Dax and Bookie are back! I simply forgot how much I love the Wilds, but it
took no time at all to submerge myself in this latest release in the series. The Dead started off
powerfully and stayed strong the entire novel. Coming into her own, Dal has found her place in the
new world. Drawing on her inner strength, she is taking control of the enemy, one by one. Until the
real enemy appears, the shadow of death that always finds her. Fleeing her new home, Dal swears

to right the world from the sickness and disease that she is thought to carry. Alone, Dal bravely
faces her future and bargains a path towards her goals. No matter how much she tries though, Dal
cannot help but miss the two men in her life, her best friend Bookie, and Dax, an undefinable
enigma.What a great book, it made me cry, it gave me hope, I got all angsty, made me laugh. It was
just simply a wonderful read. This is a series that keeps getting better, I cannot wait for the next
book - what the hell can happen next to Dal & Dax?!

I love this series! I didn't pick up another book for a week after I finished this one because I wasn't
ready to let Dax and Dal go yet, if that makes any sense. What I really enjoyed in this book was Dax
letting Dal take the lead and make decisions rather than bossing her around constantly (don't get
me wrong, I still loved the other two books as well despite Dax' acting like her keeper). The answers
in this book about the Dark Walkers and Bloody Death keep the series moving forward, and Dal &
Dax relationship also continues to evolve. I still have questions about Dax - exactly how old is he? I
get the feeling he is really old by the way he sometimes treats Dal. What are his feelings toward
Dal? Sometimes it seems he is in love with her, or is it just some kind of weird werewolf type
imprinting that is caused by his beastly nature? Finding out the answers to these questions has me
anticipating the next installment, and I also cant wait to see what is going on with the crazy plot twist
at the end of this book. Whaaaat??!? If you haven't read the first two, I recommend doing so.
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